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EXAMPLE 2 *1  *2  *3 

EXAMPLE 3 1)  2)  3) 

EXAMPLE 4 (a)  (b)  (c) 

Default reference marks are “1), 2), …”. 

4.10.2.2 Position 

A reference mark within texts should be allocated to the following positions: 

a) at the beginning of the words or phrases to be noted, with an offset to interline 

b) at the end of the words and phrases to be noted, with/without an offset to interline.  

4.10.2.3 Character size 

A character size of reference marks should be one size smaller than the texts to be noted. 

4.11 Inlinenote 

An inlinenote consists of parenthesized two-line texts within a line as shown in Figure 5.  

The composition of a inlinenote is based on that of inline (see 4.24). The parentheses have the same size as 
characters of the text outside the inlinenote. The default character size for inlinenote texts is a half of the 
character size for the texts outside the inlinenote. The default line space for inlinenote is 0. 

 

Figure 5 — Inlinenote 

4.12 Emphasizing mark 

An emphasizing mark is located at the side (right side in vertical composition or top side in horizontal 
composition) of a character to be emphasized. Some marking details called “mark style” should be specified 
for each character or a group of characters. The default mark style is “for each character”. 

4.13 Superscript / Subscript (Superior / Inferior ) 

Superscript or subscript character is located at the side (right-top or right-bottom respectively) of an object 
character. In vertical composition, right-top or right-bottom is read as right-bottom or left-bottom respectively. 

A size of superscript or subscript character is a half of the object character size. Both superscript and 
subscript characters may be located aside the same object character. Even when superscript or subscript 
character is located outside the virtual body of object character, the composition is based on that of inline (see 
4.24).  




